I. Order of Business

a. Jason initiates organization leaders to introduce themselves by name, organization and leadership position.

b. Student Organization Quiz: How well do you know UHD?
To get started McDonald begins the meeting by announcing a UHD quiz. Each organization answers the questions to the best of their abilities from the board on a piece of paper picked up at the entrance of the room.

c. The Icebreaker
McDonald instructs the room to find another student they do not know from a different organization. Once everyone has a partner the students are instructed to write down their goals on the second sheet of paper including a form of contact, such as a phone number or frequent email. After a few minutes they share their goals with their partner they are instructed to share and exchange the paper with their goals and information. The purpose for exchanging their goals and contact information is to strengthen bonds between organizations by keeping each other accountable by the next Council of Organizations meeting.

d. Introduction of new Council Organization member
McDonald and Jason introduces their new member, Isis De Ochoa as their new Secretary.

e. Leadership Program commences by Patricia Hollingsworth

- She introduces herself through a short biography that includes her personal achievement and goals that took her to the leadership she exhibits today. Which include positivity, expertise and self and social conduct to overcome the gap between employer and leader in an organization.
- Personal Values Inventory, activity from our speaker for organizations to participate. The purpose of this inventory is to give you a picture of the shape of one preferences, and each shape is different from one another as others’ personalities. After reviewing the score the numbers reveal the Four letter styles of a leader. Each distinguishing a dimension of typology exhibiting the individual's personality. Our speaker covers several subjects on the meanings such as attributes of weakness, borderline scores and breaking down the myths between extroverts and introverts.
- Patricia closes the open forum by explaining how to expand your weaknesses to become a better leader and not to dwell on them but, perfect your strengths. Her last slides gives students links to more surveys and her contact information for more services.
II. Important Dates

A. Feb 7th Council of Organization Back to School Party
McDonald enthusiastically mentions Student Council of Organizations hosting a mingling of student organizations and a welcoming to the 2019 Spring Semester, commencing at 7:00pm.

B. Feb 15th Tutoring Sign Up Genius
Jason informs that an email for the opening of volunteer tasks and will open up for everyone to sign up. He expresses that this is a good way to earn some service hours and give back to the community.

C. March 6th Health Fair
Jason expresses a need for volunteers from organizations and the need for males on some heavy duty work and lifting is necessary.

D. March 21st Bayou Bash
McDonald explains that there will be updates coming soon.

E. April 19th One Main Event (a graduation ceremony)

III. Adjournment and Questions

A. Meeting is adjourned by McDonald at 3:50 p.m.
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